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IRI’s special C-Suite Conversations Series features
notable leaders talking about the future of CPG and
retail. This episode features Rachel Ferdinando, senior
vice president and chief marketing officer of Frito-Lay
North America, the snack subsidiary of PepsiCo. FritoLay’s 29-brand portfolio includes iconic favorites such as
Fritos, Lay’s, Ruffles, Doritos, Cheetos, Rold Gold, Miss
Vickie’s, Stacy’s, SunChips, Tostitos, Smartfood, Cracker
Jack, Funyuns and many more.
Our conversation spans many topics, including how the
PepsiCo mission of bringing joy with every sip and bite
informs everything Frito-Lay does. We also discuss the
company’s rapid response to shifting consumer and
shopper trends during the pandemic and how it stays
ahead of emerging trends to deliver highly successful
innovation. We also delve into the insights that sparked
Frito-Lay’s recent award-winning marketing campaigns
and the growing role that data-driven insights and
technologies are playing to drive real-time decisions
and the agility needed to meet fast-changing consumer
demands. Ferdinando concludes by providing advice to
potential future CMOs informed by her unconventional
path that started with early-career work as a scientist and
has led to her current role leading the marketing function
for several of the world’s most recognizable brands.
Available as a videocast and as a podcast, here we
feature an edited version of this conversation between
Rachel Ferdinando and KK Davey, IRI president of client
engagement, and Sheila McCusker, IRI executive vice
president and team lead for PepsiCo.
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MISSION AND
PURPOSE
KK Davey: Thank you for making the time to talk to us. We’ve
had several discussions about trends impacting the industry
and how Frito-Lay has driven success in this very uncertain
environment where there are lots of opportunities emerging.
We’d love to learn more about the strategies that have been
driving your success and how you and your team are shaping
what is next for your brands and categories. But before we
go into all of that, let me just ask you a question. You have
several billion-dollar brands in your portfolio. Which one is
your favorite?
Rachel Ferdinando: That’s a very tricky question, but I would say
this: Like so many consumers, variety and repertoire are so
important in snacking, which means I have many favorites
and it truly depends on my mood. But if I had to pick a
couple of my favorites, two that rise to the top for me are
Miss Vickie’s and Lay’s Kettle Cooked. Those are some of my
go-to’s.
KD: Me too. I have a whole repertoire of them I like. Too many of
these brands are my favorite, according to my wife. So we
always negotiate that one.
RF: We thank you for your business and your loyalty, KK. We
really appreciate it.
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KD: PepsiCo’s mission is to create more smiles with every sip and
every bite. Tell us a little bit about the role Frito-Lay snacks
play in achieving this mission.
RF: Well, we play a really important role in delivering this
mission. And I would say it’s something we’re really proud
of in terms of the progress that we’re making. One of the
things that you may be surprised to learn about me is I’m
actually a scientist by training. And so, when we talked about
the mission of PepsiCo in creating smiles, the power of the
smile really fascinated me. I thought it was really important
to understand what’s behind the smile and what’s our role
in delivering smiles. And smiles, as it turns out, are actually
very good for us. You know, they’re emotionally good for
us, physically good for us, socially good for us. And in fact,
we found that medical studies show that smiling can reduce
stress and strengthen your immune system. It does all these
amazing things.
And so really importantly, there’s this transformation that’s
happening, this emotional transformation as we describe it.
And what we learned through the process of thinking about
our role in smiles is that smiles are actually delivered through
joy. So our business isn’t just about making chips for people
to satiate their hunger — although we do that very well. We
really believe that we’re in the business of joy, and when we
create joy, we create a smile in the world, and for us smiles
equals occasions. And every time we deliver an occasion of
joy, we deliver a smile.

So EVERYTHING THAT WE DO at Frito-Lay ladders back to this.
Whether it’s the innovation we’re delivering, whether it’s some
of the marketing campaigns we’re delivering, the experiences
we’re delivering on the brands, it really IS VERY, VERY TIGHTLY
LINKED TO THIS MISSION OF CREATING MORE SMILES with
every sip and, in our case at Frito-Lay, every bite.
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CONSUMER
CONSUMPTION
Sheila McCusker: Picking up on that theme of innovation, Rachel,
clearly Frito-Lay is recognized as one of the most innovative
companies in the CPG space. And this year was no exception
with the launch of Doritos 3D and Cheetos Crunch Pop Mix.
What are some of the consumer and consumption trends
you’re following now and that you think will play a role in
future innovation?
RF: It’s a very important question. And I think continuing to
monitor and track what’s happening with the consumer and
where the consumption is going, particularly in light of this
pandemic, has never been more critical. I think it’s fair to say
that the food industry is incredibly dynamic, and what people
are seeking from their snacking occasions is evolving. And I
would say the last 18 months have only reinforced that, but
there are a couple of areas that I think we really pay attention
to, and things that we are seeing that we believe will remain
important for years to come. The first thing is consumption
has shifted from out of home to in home. That’s a big change.
The home has become the hub, which means snacking at
home during more occasions and dayparts is dramatically
increased, and that changes what consumers buy and how
they shop.
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We also know that during the course of the phases of the
pandemic, in the early phase of the pandemic, we saw that
consumers were really driven by comfort. They were looking
for those trusted brands, those hero products I talked about
earlier that really stand out in people’s lives. But we saw
that shift as the pandemic unfolded. We saw consumers
becoming more health conscious, becoming more budget
conscious, and really thinking about connection and
socialization in a different way. And so that’s something
that we see continuing to evolve. And those trends that
I mentioned will be important in the future. We also saw
something really fascinating as people were spending more
time at home: We saw that people started to cook more.
People started to experiment and utilize recipes more. And
we actually found that our snacks and snacks as a whole were
being used more as ingredients, which was fascinating to
see. Consumers have started to think more creatively about
ingredients and meal preparation and using our products.
For example, we saw online searches for Cheetos recipes
jump 192% in April 2020. It’s just staggering when you think
about it. In response, we started to orientate ourselves to
how can we deliver convenient meals.
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That created the innovation around Cheetos Mac and Cheese,
things like the Bon Appé-Cheetos holiday cookbook. These
things were very well received by consumers. So we think
there’s going to be this continued exploration of food as we
go forward. And then the last thing I would say is that we’re
seeing these offerings increase across all consumer need
states, whether it’s consumers who are wishing for discovery
and celebration as they’re starting to get more mobile and
back into the world or this notion of consumers becoming
more health conscious. We see both of those things really
vibrant and strong as needs with the consumer. And so, what
we’re thinking about is what are all those need states that
exist? And how do we continue to offer the right variety and
the right portfolio to really address what the consumer needs,
where they are and for what purpose?
SM: And what you just outlined demonstrates how connected
Frito-Lay is to consumers. How do you stay so connected
to consumers?
RF: I think it starts with the guiding philosophy, and something
that I’m very passionate about is

I don’t see us in the marketing team and in the brand teams as
being just business stewards. We’re also ICON BUILDERS and
MAGIC MAKERS. When you have 94% of households that you
reach, that’s an incredible responsibility around scale.
And it’s really important when you think about that, just how
much we impact people’s lives every day. When you think
about the sheer scale of that. And so we’re always thinking
about what matters in those moments to consumers and how
can we bring a little bit of magic? Which is where that notion
of magic makers comes from. And it is really about having
both innovative products and innovative marketing. And so
we’re always focused on our fans.
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What’s really going to deliver that joy that I talked about for
our fans? So we’re always tracking and monitoring what is
really driving that connection to our products.

What do consumers love about us? What is it that they’re
really passionate about? And then really leveraging the
purpose of joy throughout that? And so a couple of things
that I would just highlight as examples: Innovation starts by
being obsessed with our fans. If we truly understand what
consumers care about, and we really go deep on that, it can
create a whole series of innovative thinking on the business.
I talked about purpose being at the core, and I think when
we think about joy, that lends itself to really interesting and
creative ways in which you can deliver that. And then I think
also what’s probably unique about our brands is we’re very
heavily engaged in culture and big cultural moments.
If you think about holidays, if you think about the Super Bowl,
these are moments that are really big for snacking and big for
our brands. And so we really think about how we engage. And
we kind of become more of an entertainment brand, not just
a snacking brand, but truly thinking about how do we bring
that experience? The Super Bowl is a great example of the
work that we do in that space. But I think those are some of
the things that we think about. And of course, it’s all driven by
analytics and data and a real sense of real-time information,
but it really starts with our fans and that obsession is what we
try to live inside in order to deliver and delight the consumer
in the way that only we can.
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INNOVATION
SM: How would you say the role of innovation is changing?
RF: Well, I think it is changing in a lot of ways. I mean,
fundamentally, we’re committing more than ever to innovating
in a very different way. We think about all the occasions that
we could satisfy and what kind of innovation could deliver
against those occasions in the most appropriate way. And we
really want to build brands that are indispensable in millions
of consumers’ lives. We’ve really got to think wide about the
variety and the kinds of innovating snacking needs that we
can deliver. And I think innovation is a core part of our identity.
If you look at the fact that we were the No. 1 innovation
contributor to the salty snack category, it tells you just how
important this is for us. And we think it will be more important
in driving growth in the future.
We launched more than 60 innovations in 2020, and we’re
already at more than 70 this year. So we’re pretty active in
this space. But it’s shifting because we need more agility
than ever. We have to evolve to innovate in a way that keeps
pace with the change. And, you know, I talked about some of
those trends and changes. We saw a shift in home, the fact
that health and wellness is really accelerated. The fact that
consumers want discovery and experience more than ever.
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That agility to be able to tune into how it’s shifting, and the
fact that it’s accelerated, is something that has to be built into
our innovation process moving forward.
As I said before, I think that because we transform these
moments of joy and we bring smiles, it really is about
living innovation from the inside out. And so we’re always
thinking about, how can we elevate that experience? How
can we give more joy, even within some of our incredibly
nostalgic and well-known brands? Like when we think about
what we did with Doritos Cool Ranch, and we completely
reinvigorated that product. The response was incredible,
but it was needed. Consumers wanted to get more of what
they loved. And so we leaned into that. So living innovation
in a way that’s truly linked to that purpose is what drives our
thinking and how we approach it.
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SM: You mentioned better-for-you brands, Rachel, and clearly,
Frito-Lay has a number of strong better-for-you brands, like
Simply Baked and PopCorners. How do you see better-foryou evolving?
RF:

I think HEALTH WAS ALREADY A TREND, but it’s clearly increased
post-pandemic. It’s a priority for 91% of Americans. This is no longer
something that is for the few. IT TRULY IS FOR THE MANY. And I
think that’s an important shift that we need to recognize.
We’re seeing consumers seeking more mindful eating
around their snacking, including greater adoption of
holistic health practices. People are becoming much more
aware of what role food plays in their health. And so we’ve
been investing in learning and understanding more about
this. And we really want to make sure that we understand
those occasions that go with that mindset and those
needs, and in what form they need to be delivered. And
so we’ve invested in building a very expansive portfolio
now because the needs of the healthy snacking consumer
are not necessarily different than the other needs that we
see. They want variety. They want great taste and they want
function. And so that’s really driven us to not only invest in
building a portfolio, but also it’s becoming a growing focus
for us. When we look at the data around global health and
wellness, the market is growing like 8% CAGR. And so we
just see huge opportunity for growth. But most importantly,
it’s delivering against all of those consumer needs that exist
across all aspects of snacking.
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CREATIVE
KD: You have a long history of highly innovative marketing
campaigns. And you recently you won the Cannes award
for the Cheetos “Can’t Touch This” campaign. You also
won other awards such as the Ad Age A-List and Creativity
Awards. Congratulations. We want to kind of double click a
little bit on marketing these fun things. What is your creative
process? Where does the inspiration for campaigns like this
come from? How are you changing your creative process?
RF: First, thank you for the congratulations. We were absolutely
thrilled with the Grand Prix amongst other things that have
happened this year. So it’s incredible recognition for the
wonderful team I have the privilege to lead. Starting first with
the “Can’t Touch This” campaign, where did the inspiration
come from? We felt we were at this point in the brand history
of Cheetos that we just saw a lot more untapped potential.
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And typically, what you might do in a situation like that, is you
think about really expanding your penetration, your occasions.
Let’s go talk to the fans that are only occasionally buying us. Well,
WE FLIPPED THAT WHOLE MODEL and said, actually, we want
to understand why people love Cheetos so much.
And we talked to our lovers to help us really think through
what this brand could do to attract more fans to the brand.
And so we found through these passionate fans this notion
of Cheetle — the kind of orange dust — that these fans were
literally wearing as a badge of honor. And I’m not kidding
you. We actually found someone who tattooed it on their
fingertips. So yes, there were some real passionate fans
out there. But what we noticed was that in the snacking
experience, these fans would get the orange dust over your
fingers and therefore you can’t touch anything. And so we
played around with the idea and we found that this Cheetos
lover, this passionate fan is always looking for ways to kind of
get out of being an adult — to stop adulting and release and
have fun and enjoy themselves.
And so we linked those two thoughts together, and that led
to this idea that when you have this Cheetle on your hands,
you have this super power that can help you get out of doing
things. So that was the genesis for it. And obviously it’s taken
on an incredible momentum and been hugely successful.
And we brought Cheetos back to the Super Bowl for the
first time in 11 years. And the rest is history. This was an
interesting way of thinking about how to really lean into a
brand’s strength, and then extrapolating from that to make
the brand more attractive. So we speak to fans who also want
to be a part of that.
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KD: I’m going to test my superpower next time. It’s one of my
favorite brands too, and I’ll be in touch with you if it doesn’t
do magic. More seriously, how has your creative process
evolved particularly now that there are so many digital
campaigns and the speed and technology involved?
RF: Well, I would say the pandemic has really been a catalyst for
a lot of change for sure. And I think like most companies,
we’ve had to adjust to working in a different way in a virtual
world. And so this pandemic has really taught us to be
more agile in our own production processes and leverage
innovative ways of doing things because we were all working
remotely. But we found that it actually could become an
enabler. I mean, we started to really invest in the quality of
relationship with our creative partners because you’ve got
to be able to function in that virtual world. And so it really
requires a lot of trust, high collaboration, and I think a lot
of mutual respect. So we doubled down on that. We’ve got
great relationships with our partners.
That’s what yields this history of great work, but we had
to pivot and really lean into that in a different way. And
so that created the foundation. But the other thing we’ve
done from a creative process standpoint is strengthen our
internal capabilities. So we moved much more toward our
internal agency, D3 as they’re known. They actually won
Internal Agency of the Year with Ad Age, which is just a huge
moment to be proud of. And it was really off the back of the
work that they had done throughout this pandemic.
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So it really showed us that strategically you’ve made a good
choice there to really lean into that. But having this internal
capability means we’ve shortened our timelines more than
ever. We’ve expedited things in a completely unbelievable
way at such speed. And that’s given us an advantage that we
didn’t have before.
And I think we’re now saying, okay, that’s something that we
want to continue to build and grow even post-pandemic.
Also, we think of agility now not as something that’s
aspirational. We think it’s the new normal. I mean, if you’re
not agile in keeping pace with the rate of change externally,
then you are not keeping pace. And we see consumer
sentiment changing at such an unparalleled rate that we’ve
gotta be ready to pivot at any moment. And that’s really what
this pandemic has been. I think a complete training in how
do you do that? And so, we put in place really much more
timely measurement and tracking around where consumer
sentiment is going. How is it shifting? What is it doing to
behavior? And that then is linked to our internal creative
process as well as how we’re working with our external
creative partners. And that’s led us to an incredibly agile and
fast, expedited process, which is something we’ve benefited
from, and we want to continue to grow over time.
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MEDIA ROLES
KD: It’s fascinating to hear about D3’s award. So congratulations
on that. And agility is the name of the game, I think, in all our
core business processes going forward. Rachel, how has your
media shifted over the past year in particular? Are you doing
a lot more DTC, more digital? What’s the role of traditional
media?
RF: Frankly, there are so many new channels and technologies
emerging every day. It’s an exciting prospect for a marketer
in terms of experimenting and looking at new ways to
connect, and it allows us to get closer to consumers in
ways we couldn’t have imagined maybe five or 10 years
ago. But the downside is the complexity. It’s never been
more complex than it is today. And we talked a little bit
about agility. That’s why it’s so important, but it’s also really
important to think through truly how do you connect all of
these things together, which I think is a journey to come. But
also how do you really measure in an effective way? So that’s
the macro situation we’re seeing.
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And then in addition to that, when you have brands like ours
that are really entrenched in culture, we have got to be thinking
about HOW DOES MEDIA PLAY A ROLE in culture and culture
play a role in media? So we’re very passionate about trying to
FIND CULTURAL MOMENTS, follow what’s happening and
ultimately create it.
We lean in heavily from a media perspective into cultural
moments, which obviously is going to inform our media mix
quite considerably. But I would just say that we continue to
think through, within the digital space, the fact that we’ve got
Gen Z, millennials and even now Alpha consumers live on
innovative platforms; they’re early adopters, 70% consuming
content on mobile. I mean, literally that’s the name of the
game. We’ve got to be in places like school social media
platforms, streaming audio, podcasting, gaming. There’s just
so many aspects to those consumers who generally enjoy
snacking quite a bit. It’s really important that we understand
where they are and how we are connecting with them
in those spaces and driving our media investment to be
aligned with that.
So we continue to prioritize channels where consumers are
choosing to spend time. That doesn’t mean there isn’t a role
for television and linear television. But it’s just that we have
to really think about how the consumer is flowing across
those touch points and really adjust. And it varies depending
on the brand. And it really varies depending on the scale
as well. So we get the benefit of managing small emerging
brands and we can be highly targeted and lean into some
of these platforms to build these brands. And at the same
time we benefit, from a cultural perspective, from some of
these big stage moments like the Super Bowl where we are
looking at much more scale because the brand itself is much
more mature and reaches a much bigger audience.
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The last thing I would say is you mentioned DTC. Snacks.com
was a major shift for us. We got that up and running within
four weeks and it allowed us to get products directly to
consumers. And that really came out of this notion of moving
from a sell to a serve mindset. When the pandemic hit, we
were deemed essential. Consumers were wanting to find us
— needing to find us. So it was just a really great mechanism
to give another access point for the consumer and really link
into consumers’ shopping preferences at that time. So that’s
been a really interesting change for us and something we
continue to learn and evolve over time.
KD: I want to double-click on DTC. But before that, on the media
side, the sports venues, billboards you still do quite a bit of
that too, right? On top of that, you’re building all these new
platforms, gaming, metaverse. How do you balance all of
these? I mean, you can’t do a marketing mix for everything.
How do you prioritize the emerging ones versus the
traditional ones that can be measured?
RF: Well, I think you’ve got to be in a constant learning mode. I
think this is truly about experimentation and measurement.
And the fantastic thing is that we have access to data like
never before. And the analytics capabilities that go with that
just help us learn quickly. But I think we continue to look at
where are the consumer behavior changes and projections
going? And then as that time spent by consumers is
increasing in some of these emerging spaces, we then think
about how do we adjust to that trend as we balance our
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media investments across the media mix? And so that’s really
a balancing act and obviously we’re measuring ROI, but

we’re also trying to continue to learn how we CONNECT DATA
POINTS ACROSS DIFFERENT PLATFORMS and how do we get
those proxies that really tell us, yes, this is the right place to be.
And we need to continue to lean into that. So it’s definitely a
bit of art and science, I would say. And I think we’re learning a
lot, but we’ve got to continue to keep pace with that change.
KD: Which platforms will be more critical in the next few years, in
your opinion?
RF: It’s fascinating where, particularly Gen Z, where they gravitate
and how they gravitate to new things very quickly. I mean,
we obviously anticipate growth across digital video, digital
audio and social in the next couple of years. That’s not a
new trend, but definitely we see that accelerating. In the
social space, Snapchat and TikTok continue to be very
prominent and very high interest and high time spent by
younger consumers. And so that’s certainly a continued
trend that we see and we’ve done some fantastic work with
those platforms that we’re really proud of. Gaming is a really
interesting space. It’s not only a great space from a point of
view that a lot of gamers tend to snack when they’re gaming.
It’s kind of an occasion there, but it’s also a really important
media space.
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That’s just massive now. And again, got accelerated through
the pandemic. So we’re leaning more into gaming and
looking at ways in which we can be relevant in that space.

We also think that live events and tentpole programming will grow in
importance because these CULTURAL MOMENTS HAVE BECOME
REALLY IMPORTANT for consumers as a way of connecting back to
joyful moments in a time when it has not been that joyful.
So we think that’s something that will still be important for
us moving forward and then clearly being comfortable in a
virtual world. How do you bring more of those experiences to
consumers to really elevate our brands in a virtual world? And I
think that’s an exciting space that we expect will grow over time.
KD: Everybody’s investing in metaverse, right? So it’s gonna be
interesting. Coming back to DTC. What are some of the key
learnings from a Frito-Lay perspective that you would be
comfortable sharing? What have you learned? Where do you
think this will go in terms of the future?
RF: First, from a Snacks.com perspective, just the sheer speed at
which we delivered that is just incredible. It just goes to show
that we can create that agility within a big infrastructure like
ours and a massive go-to-market system. And so it inspired
us to think about how we can be entrepreneurial. And
that was certainly a great learning from the experience of
standing this up. I think the other thing is that

it’s such an AMAZING VEHICLE TO LEARN about how consumers
feel about what you do. It’s an incredible tool for consumer
feedback. And the level of data that we can get from a first-party
perspective is just amazing.
And it’s helped us think about how we can adapt our
offerings in real time.
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For example, we launched a pilot of a make-your-own variety
pack where you could actually personalize your variety pack
down to the bag. What do I want inside? What’s my ideal
mix? And we did this as a pilot and we didn’t really make
any noise about it. But somebody discovered it and put a
video on TikTok and it went viral and we had 45,000 orders
in a day, which is just incredible. And based on that, we’ve
learned this is a way in which we can evolve. We can really
deliver this personalization. And we can do it in a way that
we’re learning what’s working with the consumer. So that’s
been incredible. Also linked to that is the importance of
taste. How tastes will still be so important in food in general,
but the flavors that we offer and what flavors resonate and
how the flavors show up on different types of snacking in
different occasions and need states.
So we’ve tested at times nine different assets in three
different message territories just with flavor-forward
messages, to see what drives conversion. What kind of
assortment and how do you play that very well for the
consumer? So that’s been really interesting learning for us.
And then of course, this personalization at scale. How do
we truly think about personalization, and how can we use
Snacks.com to really offer different parts of the U.S. and
that regional local play? How can it play a role in that if it’s
not readily available for the consumer there, but they still
want access to it? So it’s got a lot of interesting levers that
allows us to pull that we can’t do necessarily through more
traditional routes.
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INSIGHTS
SM: Rachel, you frequently noted the importance of insights in
order to keep the consumer at the center of everything you
do. Can you please provide an example of how insights
really helped to shape a particular campaign?
RF: Absolutely. As I mentioned before, really understanding what
motivates and excites consumers on an emotional level is
something that we believe is important in how we craft these
moments of joy in every touch point. So that’s how we think
about it and

WE LEAN INTO BEHAVIORAL DATA. That lies at the center
of our decision-making strategies. And I often talk about if
innovation is the lifeblood, insights are the oxygen.
That’s how I think about it for the brand. A great example of
this is when we relaunched Doritos under this notion that
Doritos takes you to another level. It’s always been a bold
snacking brand, but we felt that when we talk to our Gen Z
consumers who are undergoing this massive generational
shift, we found out that for them, it was about self-expression
and having brands that allow them to express themselves.
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I say all of that, because what we found was that this
disruption that the brand was facing with this generational
shift is that this Gen Z consumer, they’re truly the first
generation that’s grown up in a digital world. And so we were
sort of saying, how do you create an advertising campaign for
a generation that can’t stand advertising? That’s a bit tricky.
And so that led us to making the anti-ad, Doritos Brandless,
where we had no logos, no branding. We didn’t even use the
word Doritos because we knew the brand was so iconic, we
didn’t really need to name it for our fans to recognize what we
were talking about. And it was a really bold move, but it came
from the insights that we had gathered about what Doritos is
going to need to mean to this consumer and what it’s going
to have to represent. And so we made a bold move, but it
really paid off and we got massive engagement and even
handed over our social platforms to Gen Z consumers to
really not advertise to them, but actually create with them. So
that’s a great example of where behavioral data and insights
really drove something special.

SM: That’s a fantastic example. How about the insights
process itself? Is that changing — how you get data, how
you get insights?
RF: Yes. There are a few different ways that we’re seeing the
role of insights evolving for us. From a consumer-facing
perspective, we’re leveraging AI and machine learning to
help us generate faster, more impactful insights. We’ve been
leaning on those kinds of technology to help us transition in
a way that consumers are expecting when you think about
the technology that they’re using and adopting. We need to
be mirroring that in the way we use technology to drive our
insights and our predictive analytics. We’ve actually shifted
much more toward predictive analytics using a digitalization
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of that approach. We’ve developed a suite of tools under
what we call an overarching umbrella of a 360, always-on
insights engine.
It’s a fabulous tool because it can give us real-time access
to cultural human category and brand insights in real time.
You’re talking about really fast turnaround and it’s moved
us from being in a world of doing research with long lead
times to having a stream of knowledge within our business
sometimes within hours, sometimes within under an hour.
And so we’ve done things like partnered with Black Swan
to develop a platform which is called Trendscope that looks
at trends, growth forecasts around things like ingredients,
benefits, themes, flavors. So it’s powerful in terms of giving
us impactful data, but all driven through technology. Change
Compass is something that helps us understand macro forces,
human drivers, cultural tensions that exist within, say, the food
world and food trends. So that’s really a fascinating tool. And
then even things where we are actually using technology now
that can help us monitor actual behavior using something
called the Humaneyes video platform, where it can be much
more real versus these kind of research methodologies where
you’re kind of in an artificial situation. You can be actually with
the person and really see it through their eyes. So those are
just a few examples of how much we’ve changed and how
exciting the space is to get us even richer insights.
KD: What role does the technology, analytics and data that
you leverage daily from IRI play in helping to drive those
insights?
RF: I think technology is becoming the vehicle through which we
can propel and accelerate a deeper understanding of the
consumer and the insights. And IRI is a pivotal part of that. As
we develop these technologies to fuel our analytics, we have
to be able to link that very strongly to our partners.

And I think one of the things that we’re really proud of in the
IRI relationship is just how much we’ve been PARTNERING TO
CREATE CONNECTIVITY between the data that’s provided and
then fueling that into much more REAL-TIME, DEEPER INSIGHTS
that fuel the business. And it’s a pivotal partnership that enables
us to do that really effectively.
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SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY
SM: I’d love to pivot a little bit to talk about social causes. FritoLay has been a real pioneer in tapping into social causes
and helping to advance them through marketing. Just
thinking about some of the initiatives you’ve had recently,
like the Stacy’s March bag as an example, how do you see
that evolving? What role can CPG manufacturers play in
advancing a social cause?
RF: I think it’s imperative that we play a role because there’s been
a shift in consumer expectations in what being a purposeful
brand means. And what we’ve seen within the last 18 months
is that consumers, and I think rightfully so, expect brands
to take more of an active role and serve communities that
support them. And it’s no longer about what you say, but
about what you do.

And I talk a lot about BRAND ACTIVISM being a key part of
how we need to show up in the world. But you can only do that
where you have permission to take part. And so you have to
BE AUTHENTIC.
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You have to think through the purpose that you serve in the
world and leverage that to think about how you can support
and make more impact on people and on society in general.
We’ve done a number of campaigns in that area, but I think
this is something that we believe is going to be the norm and
it is an expectation of consumers.
SM: Are there other drivers of success that you’re open to sharing
in terms of what drives a successful social cause campaign?
RF: Yeah, and I think we tend to think about it differently. I
believe that truly iconic brands have purpose at their core
and that should inform what they do. And I talked about our
purpose around Frito-Lay about being about joy. But the
interesting thing is

I think PURPOSE IS A VERY WILDLY OVERUSED TERM and
sometimes it’s even misused. Because for us, it’s how we operate.
It’s the source of the ideation of what we do. And you can’t live
your purpose when it’s convenient or a few times a year. It isn’t
about donations, and philanthropy doesn’t give you a philosophy.
So for us, IT’S ABOUT AUTHENTICALLY ENHANCING
SOMEONE’S LIFE. It isn’t a statement, it’s a behavior.
And so we think about living and breathing that to help this
kind of real magic occur in people’s lives. That’s how we think
about it. And the drivers are really about putting the purpose
at the center. It is leaning into what matters to consumers and
letting that inform what you do. That’s how we think about it.
And that’s how we drive that agenda through our business.
KD: Rachel, I was surprised to learn you are a scientist by training.
So my final question is, what would your career advice be
to someone who is starting out and has an aspiration to
become a Rachel, right at the pinnacle of one of the flagship
brands?
RF: Well, thank you — I’m very flattered to have the question. But
I would say first, being a CMO and particularly the role that
I have is an absolute privilege. Every day, I think about how
humbling it is to work on such incredible brands in a company
that has so much history and touches so many people’s lives.
When I think about being in this position and then I look back
over many, many years and how I arrived at this point, I’ve
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reflected a lot recently about how I see marketing and how I
define it. And I think that’s an important place to start for them
— maybe some tips and tricks. I think first of all, marketing is
a craft in my mind. It’s truly unique because it is a blend of art
and science, and that’s difficult to manage.
I also think people mustn’t forget that marketing is a
critically important capability for growth. It is a very, very
important part of what makes a business sustainably grow
at a profitable rate over time. When I think about that, and
I think about where marketing is today and a career in
marketing, I think as I said earlier,

IT’S NEVER BEEN MORE COMPLEX or broader in terms of skill sets
needed. I’m talking to someone out there who’s thinking about a
career in marketing and aspires to be a CMO, I think now it’s critical
more than ever that early on in your career, you get as many of those
core competencies and skill sets under your belt as you can.
Because this breadth really pays back later, but it does require
an investment of time, which for some, may not be palatable.
But certainly, one of the things I did in my career as
marketing evolved was continue to broaden and understand
the breadth of the power of what this can do for growth
on the business. And I think once you’ve done that and
you’ve got that breadth, I think it’s really important to find
your philosophy. What have you learned from all those
experiences that defines how you think about leveraging
the marketing craft to drive sustainable, profitable growth?
Find that philosophy, because it’s going to help you chart
your course to being a CMO. I hope those are some good
words of wisdom. But certainly it’s a wonderful aspiration and
career. And as I say, I feel incredibly humbled and privileged
to be in this seat and stand on the shoulders of many CMO
giants before me.
KD: There is a lot to learn from this conversation. Thank you so
much for your time, Rachel.
RF: Thank you. I was delighted to be here, and thank you for
having me. It’s a real privilege. So thank you so much.
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Let’s continue the conversation. We
invite C-Suite leaders to share their
perspectives on the changing CPG
retail demand curve in an upcoming
episode of Growth Insights. Please
contact your IRI representative or
email us.
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